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STORAGE MADE EASY ENTERPRISE FILE FABRIC™  
FOR CLOUDIAN HYPERSTORE 

The Enterprise File Fabric layers Collaboration, Synchronization, Data Governance, BYOD, Audit, 
Security, Encryption, and file transfer acceleration capabilities on top of Cloudian Hyperstore to give 
organizations an enterprise grade private secure Drop Box style solution.    

The File Fabric does not replicate data to provide this functionality. Its smart indexing technology is 
able to discover information about files to provide additional security, access, data governance / 
compliance and productivity to end users. 
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SINGLE - SIGN - ON (SSO) 

For companies looking to leverage their existing identity management system such as Active 
Directory, LDAP or SAML the Enterprise File Fabric solution provides a federated access solution to 
corporate data assets.  

Users can authenticate with the File Fabric using their existing identity management credentials and 
access is granted based on delegated authentication from the existing identity management 
solution.  

The File Fabric does not store the passwords but passes through the requests to the underlying 
Identity Management System. Companies continue to manage their users through their existing 
Identity Access Management solutions. 

Out of the box the File Fabric supports (multiple) Active Directory / LDAP SAML servers and can also 
be integrated with other identity management systems. 

User home directories can also be auto-created on first login when using  Active Directory, LDAP or 
SAML IAM systems. 
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EXTENDING THE USE OF CLOUDIAN HYPERSTORE 

Cloudian HyperStore is a limitlessly scalable, 100% native S3, enterprise-grade on-premise object 
storage solution that also tiers to multiple public clouds, and is used by customers of all sizes 
throughout the world. 

The use of Object Storage coupled with privacy concerns and compliance regimes such as GDPR 
means that companies want an easy way to access object storage data in addition to knowing ‘who’ 
has access to data that is stored remotely, ’when’ they had access, and ‘what’ they did. To this end 
SME extends the use of Cloudian in 6 critical areas: 

1. Enabling sensitive data to be encrypted with a private key prior to being stored on Cloudian. 
Such multi-layered encryption is a key tenet of GDPR and the private key is then needed before 
the file can be retrieved and viewed. 

2. Enabling shared data  to have file sharing policies in which, for example, a password has to be 
assigned and/or links are set to be time expired. 

                             

This feature not only works from the web but is also integrated directly in Microsoft Outlook and all 
other File Fabric Applications. A similar mail add-in is provided for Mac users and this extends Mac 
Mail with similar controls to the Outlook Add-In, and also Gmail through the use of a Gmail 
extension.
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3. Full file event auditing is provided to enable companies to have complete audit logs for all file 
events including remote file IP’s etc of users who downloaded documents and users who shared 
documents and controls to set GEO location restrictions. This can also be configured to output in 
syslog format to work with solutions such as Splunk and other log aggregators and can be used to 
satisfy Subject Access Requests for PII / SPI data. 

4. Enabling key data to be Archived to/from Cloudian HyperStoreTM easily. 

 
This provides a mechanism to backup infrequently used files to other storage options or to keep 
copies of files available in the event of disaster recovery for flexible business continuity or to enable 
quick recovery from Ransomware attacks.
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5. Audit Watch 

File Fabric administrators can set up an Audit Watch on files which enables them to be informed in 
real time of any file activity on any file or combination of files, or even a folder, that is stored on 
Cloudian HyperStore. Once the designated file event takes place the administrator will receive an 
alert informing them of the event and which user invoked the event. 

This can be extremely useful to keep informed, in real-time, of access to sensitive data that may be 
for example pernicious and therefore be an early warning of a potential breach. 
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6. File Locking  / File Versioning / Comments 

File Locking is built in for files that are shared as part of a team folder. When files are opened in 
editors, such as Microsoft Office or Libre Office, they are automatically locked and unlocked. 

When files are updated or revised this creates a new version of files and these file revisions are 
handled by the File Fabric solution. The administrator of the File Fabric can control how many file 
versions are kept and also easily restore previous versions. 

File comments on files can be added to any file but are particularly useful to files that are stored in 
Team folder. Team members can subscribe to receive notifications whenever the contents of a file 
or folder are commented. 
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ACCESS CLOUDIAN HYPERSTORE FROM COMMON PROTOCOLS 

Cloudian HyperStore does not support WebDav, FTP, or SFTP by default but the Enterprise File Fabric 
adds these features making it easy to interact with Cloudian storage or share data using common 
protocols, which can be particularly useful for legacy systems that can only ‘talk’ a particular 
protocol. 

As an example AscoTLC, the Italian Service Provider uses SME  with Cloudian to provide a global File 
Fabric. You can read more about this in the following article: http://www.storagenewsletter.com/
rubriques/cloud-online-backup-ssps-msps/asco-opts-for-storage-made-easy-private-cloud-solution/.

http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/cloud-online-backup-ssps-msps/asco-opts-for-storage-made-easy-private-cloud-solution/
http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/cloud-online-backup-ssps-msps/asco-opts-for-storage-made-easy-private-cloud-solution/
http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/cloud-online-backup-ssps-msps/asco-opts-for-storage-made-easy-private-cloud-solution/
http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/cloud-online-backup-ssps-msps/asco-opts-for-storage-made-easy-private-cloud-solution/
http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/cloud-online-backup-ssps-msps/asco-opts-for-storage-made-easy-private-cloud-solution/
http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/cloud-online-backup-ssps-msps/asco-opts-for-storage-made-easy-private-cloud-solution/
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DRIVE ACCESS INTO CLOUDIAN HYPERSTORE FROM ANY DESKTOP  

The File Fabric ‘Cloud’ Drives for Mac, Windows and Linux are a great opportunity to extend access 
to Cloudian Object Storage directly into a users desktop as a ‘Home Filer’ user replacement. This is 
particularly useful for remote working scenarios and significantly speeds up access to Cloudian 
Storage. 

Unlike traditional file gateways, devolving the access to users by means of the drive is often a more 
scaleable, performant mechanism to facilitate end user access.

Cloudian is accessible from native Drives in Windows and Mac
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EMAIL INTEGRATION WITH OUTLOOK / MAC MAIL / GMAIL

Secure links to Cloudian Objects can be easily achieved, without interrupting user workflows, 
directly from Microsoft Outlook, Mac Mail, and Gmail. Also  new files can be uploaded from the 
desktop directly to Cloudian and shared as a link.  All such files shared in this manner are audited 
and can be password protected and time expired.
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ENTERPRISE CONTENT SEARCH   

Cloudian can end up storing a lot of unstructured documents such as Word, Powerpoint, Excel, PDF 
files.  The File Fabric Content Search feature deeply indexes data remotely stored on Cloudian so 
that searches can be conducted on the actual content of files rather than just subliminal metadata 
such as file names, size etc.  

If other private or public storage is also configured for use with the File Fabric, a consolidates 
search can be done in which data is searched across all storage configured.
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DATA CONTENT DISCOVERY 

The File Fabric can be configured with a content discovery module that can be used to facilitate the 
discovery of PII, PHI or SPI data.

The content discovery feature can search for sensitive data across existing Cloudian object stores 
and additionally it will vet and process any subsequent object uploads to check for personal data. 

Once configured, the File Fabric Content Discovery checks data, in real-time, to ensure that PHI / 

PII data is not inadvertently being uploaded / shared which can be in direct breach of compliance 

regimes such as GDPR, CCPA and HIPAA. 
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UNIFY CLOUDIAN FILES AND PRIVATE DATA  

Cloudian HyperStoreTM files and private data shares (such as CIFS / NFS / NAS / SAN) can be united 
in a single interface for anywhere access through desktop cloud drives and mobile devices.

Although the File Fabric functions as an interface to Cloudian HyperStore, companies can still 
take advantage of uploading files direct to Cloudian HyperStore, outside of the File Fabric 
solution, as the File Fabric can ‘discover’ and index these new files on demand.   

Also note that no files are stored on  the File Fabric. The File Fabric does not replicate data, it 
indexes data about the files including the location to download. File Caching is done directly in 
the desktop or mobile Apps.

Access files and local files shares in a united interface from inside or outside 
the corporate firewall
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BUILT IN PDF ANNOTATOR 

The Enterprise File Fabric solution provides a built in PDF Annotation suite that enables companies 
to easily annotate against PDF documents stored on Cloudian HyperStore. 

The File Fabric PDF solution is platform independent and works on multiple platforms such as  
Windows, Mac Android, iOS, and Linux. It is developed in HTML5 technology and optimized for 
mobile devices and desktop use. 

As the File Fabric provides the ability to also tag documents stored, locating PDF documents is  also 
easier. 

All annotations are auditable and the solution can be setup to work with issue codes and defined 
cases. 

All annotations are audited and tracked providing an ideal solution for companies who operate in 
the medical and legal industries as well as other other PDF ‘heavy’ industries who require PDF 
annotation. 

As the File Fabric provides the ability to tag documents stored in Cloudian HyperStore, as well as 
providing full content search, locating PDF documents is  also easier.
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DATA LOSS PROTECTION (DLP) / DIGITAL WATERMARKING 

The File Fabric’s DLP Watermarking feature enables Admins to easily setup watermarks on Previews 

and Shared Files, helping them to protect against, and ultimately trace any potential information 

leaks. The watermarking feature can be combined with 'web view' only permissions resulting in a 

restricted, secure way of providing documents for viewing only with full traceability and protections 

for the documents. 

              

A watermarked file can be tracked back to the person who distributed it as t he File Fabric 
provides an interface to lookup generate watermark codes.
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INTEGRATION WITH BEST OF BREED OFFICE EDITORS 

The Enterprise File Fabric solution provides customised web integration with the Zoho Office Editor 
(Zoho API key required) which provides collaborative round trip creation and editing of documents 
stored on Cloudian HyperStore.

Also additionally / alternatively the File Fabric ships with its unique ‘CloudEdit’ functionality that 
satisfies compliance regimes by enabling users to open any office document for editing directly on 
a users desktop and save any changes directly back to Cloudian HyperStore.
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SALESFORCE INTEGRATION 

The File Fabric Salesforce integration enables Salesforce users to store documents privately on 
Cloudian HyperStore but continue to make the files accessible through salesforce as links. 

This not only satisfies compliance regimes such as GDPR with regards personal data but additionally 
such documents can also be encrypted and / or password protected for increased security.

Setting up SME Salesforce integration

Example of integration into SalesForce to store file links stored on Cloudian rather than in 

This integration enables the use of Cloudian HyperStore in a Hybrid Cloud mode? A Hybrid Cloud 
mode offers advantages of using public cloud services, such as Salesforce, whilst enabling the 
ability to continue to decide to store certain types of data privately. 

A hybrid cloud strategy can address the security concerns companies have of where sensitive 
corporate data is stored by offering an alternative to a pure cloud or pure private implementation.
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M-STREAM FILE TRANSFER ACCELERATION* 
*Depending on Enterprise File Fabric edition 

Transferring large files brings a unique set of challenges. Common issues typically encountered 
when moving large files “Gigabyte+” include: 
• “Too big to email” 
• “Slow/unreliable downloads over the Internet”  
• “Complicated to move/tier between storage backends” 
• End user impatience and frustration 

With these problems in mind, Storage Made Easy designed and developed M-Stream, a file transfer 
acceleration technology. 

M-Stream available on the File Fabric speeds large files downloads, uploads, and tiering across 
storage platforms. Multi-threaded parallel data streams facilitate file transfer acceleration. 

Large File Transfer Acceleration 

Data transfers are normally single threaded.  When a client requests a file, a single data stream 
opens and progresses in order from the first byte to the last byte.  Because data is spread across 
many drives in an array, sequential access is inefficient leaving a majority of drives idle at any time.  
File copy throughput is bound by the number of spindles activated. 

Multiple parallel threads significantly increase copy throughput. In turn, each thread seeks to a 
different location in a large file.  By reading the file at multiple offsets simultaneously, storage arrays 
activate more spindles delivering more IOPS, and thus multiplying throughput.  
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M-STREAM FILE TRANSFER ACCELERATION* 
*Depending on Enterprise File Fabric edition 

Maximizing Throughput over Latent Links 

M-Stream File Transfer Acceleration enables reliable, secure transfers of data to remote clients over 
latent connections.  Normal NAS protocols, such as CIFS/SMB and NFS, are not designed to handle 
the latency of the public Internet nor are they secure.  HTTPS browser-based downloads are secure 
and can tolerate latency, however, HTTPS does not support download resumes.  In addition, since 
TCP is a reliable, connection-oriented protocol, any increases to round-trip latency inversely lower 
throughput.   

M-Stream minimizes latency induced throughput degradation by establishing multiple secure 
RESTful connections. and keeping them open. 

* Source http://wintelguy.com/wanperf.pl
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M-STREAM FILE TRANSFER ACCELERATION* 
*Depending on Enterprise File Fabric edition 

Tiered Data Migration 

Organizations with large data files commonly have multiple tiers of storage.  These storage tiers are 
categorized by the underlying drive technology (flash vs spinning disk).  Higher performing tiers of 
storage (flash) cost significantly more per gigabyte. 

To reduce costs, IT administrators encourage users to archive “cold” data to the lower cost spinning 
disks and reserve high-performance storage for active “hot” data.  However, when users attempt to 
migrate data cross-tiers, the data passes through the client workstation.  The workstations are not 
equipped to handle high data throughput, resulting in long duration moves. 

M-Stream avoids bottlenecks with: 
• Multi-threaded large file copy acceleration. 
• Removes the client workstation from the data path. 
• Handles protocol conversion between Object APIs and NAS protocols.
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M-STREAM FILE TRANSFER ACCELERATION* 
*Depending on Enterprise File Fabric edition 

The File Fabric orchestrates the Move/Copy jobs as background tasks.   
M-Stream accelerates and removes all complexity associated with NAS protocols (CIFS, SMB, NFS) 
and Object Storage APIs (S3 or Swift).  Users initiate a move/copy job using a drag-and-drop 
interface via web browser or the SME Cloud Explorer for Windows or Mac. 

Summary 
M-Stream provides a simple and secure way for companies to reduce the total cost of storage. It 
maximizes data pipe utilization, irrespective of distance, latency and operating system involved. 
M-Stream is compatible with networked file systems, S3-compatible and Swift object storage 
endpoints.
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FEATURE SUMMARY

File System: SME Enterprise File Fabric places a true file manager on top of Cloudian so users can 

work with data more intuitively - with a file manager interface users are used to. 

File Names are not changed: Unlike some other Cloudian solutions SME Enterprise File Fabric 

does not transcode or change file names. The Enterprise File Fabric is completely open and does 

nothing proprietary with files stored on Cloudian. We don’t lock you in! 

Cloud Drives: SME Enterprise File Fabric solution provides Cloud Drives for Mac, Windows and 

Linux that integrate Cloudian directly into the business desktop. 

Cloud Sync: SME Enterprise File Fabric provides native Sync from Cloudian to the business desktop 

for Mac, Windows and Linux. 

Visual Permissioning: The File Fabric places a true visual permissioning console in the hands of 

administrators to make it easy to work with Cloudian from a user access control perspective. 

Active Directory / LDAP / SSO Integration: Full integration and single sign-on with Active 

Directory. 

Ubiquitous API Access: SME Enterprise File Fabric solution adds an SFTP, FTP, and WebDav 

interface to Cloudian files. 

File Versioning: Versioning and file locking is built into the Storage Made Easy platform. If the 

same filename is uploaded to the same folder, the new file will be versioned and visible using our 

unique visual versioning UI feature. 

File Event Auditing: Storage Made Easy supports granular file event auditing with associated IP 

Address. Reports are searchable and obtainable as excel reports or can be output as SysLog format 

for integration with tools such as Splunk. 

Encryption: Cloudian files can be encrypted using public/private key AES 256 bit encryption in 

which only the Admin knows the key. 

Advanced Secure File Sharing: Securely share Cloudian files with time expiry and password 

protection. 

GEO Location Recording: Storage Made Easy can record the location when a file is uploaded and 

also the endpoint location of where it was stored. This can be important from a regulatory 

perspective. 

Classification Tagging: Helps users easily organize and find files. 
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FULLY BRANDABLE

The Enterprise File Fabric is fully brandable, from the web client through to the desktop and 

mobile Apps. 

For ISP and OEM partners this means the solution can be fully integrated into a product 

offering, and for direct corporate use it means that the product can be aligned with a strong 

corporate brand identity. 
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ABOUT 

STORAGE MADE EASY® 
The Storage Made Easy Enterprise File Fabric™ enables IT to regain control of 
"cloud data sprawl" to unify on-premises and on-cloud files into a single easily 
managed converged infrastructure with policy-based controls for governance, 
audit and security. 

The File Fabric solution provides a “blanket” enterprises wrap around all their 
data: on premises, within public and private clouds, as well as on third-party 
software vendor clouds (SharePoint Online and Salesforce for example). 

Customers use the SME File Fabric product to unify corporate data to enable 
workgroup collaboration with universal controls for security, encryption, audit, 
and data access. Companies will have access to a greater understanding of 
where and how sensitive data is stored, transferred, and accessible 
with particular  focus on how companies are able to police and audit data to 
ensure enforcement  of  the General Data Protection Regulations  (GDPR) in 
addition to other regional data legislation. 
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